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Abstract 71 

 Several lines of inquiry have separately identified β oscillations, synchrony, waveform 72 

shape and phase-amplitude coupling as important but sometimes inconsistent factors in the 73 

pathophysiology of Parkinson disease. What has so far been lacking is a means by which these 74 

neurophysiological parameters are interrelated and how they relate to clinical symptomatology. 75 

To clarify the relationship between oscillatory power, bursting, synchrony and phase-amplitude 76 

coupling, we recorded local field potentials/electrocorticography from hand motor and premotor 77 

cortical area in human subjects with essential tremor (N = 10) and Parkinson disease (N = 22) 78 

during deep brain stimulator implantation surgery (14 females, 18 males).   79 

We show that motor cortical high β oscillations in Parkinson disease demonstrate 80 

increased burst durations relative to essential tremor patients. Notably, increased cortico-cortical 81 

synchrony between primary motor and premotor cortices precedes motor high β bursts, 82 

suggesting a possible causal relationship between cortico-cortical synchrony and localized 83 

increases in β power. We further show that high β bursts are associated with significant changes 84 

in waveform shape and that β-encoded phase-amplitude coupling is more evident during periods 85 

of high β bursting.  86 

These findings reveal a deeper structure to the pathological changes identified in the 87 

neurophysiology of Parkinson disease, suggesting mechanisms by which the treatment may be 88 

enhanced using targeted network synchrony disruption approaches.   89 

 90 

 91 

 92 

 93 
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 94 

Significance Statement 95 

 Understanding Parkinson disease pathophysiology is crucial for optimizing symptom 96 

management. Present inconsistencies in the literature may be explained by temporal transients in 97 

neural signals driven by transient fluctuations in network synchrony. Synchrony may also act as a 98 

unifying phenomenon for the pathophysiological observations reported in Parkinson disease. 99 

Here, simultaneous recordings from motor cortices show that increases in network beta 100 

synchrony anticipate episodes of beta bursting. We furthermore identify beta bursting as being 101 

associated with changes in waveform shape and increases in phase amplitude coupling. Our 102 

results identify network synchrony as a driver of various pathophysiological observations 103 

reported in the literature and account for inconsistencies in the literature by virtue of the 104 

temporally variable nature of the phenomenon.  105 

 106 
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 117 

Introduction 118 

Parkinson disease has been strongly linked to pathological β oscillations (12-35 Hz) in 119 

cortico-subcortical circuits (Kühn et al., 2006; Bronte-Stewart et al., 2009; Eusebio and Brown, 120 

2009;  Eusebio et al., 2011;  Whitmer et al., 2012; Brittain et al., 2014; Steiner et al., 2017) . In 121 

particular, Parkinson disease has been associated with increases in β power in cortical (He et al., 122 

2017) and subcortical structures (Steiner et al., 2017), β synchrony between (Cagnan et al., 123 

2015a) and within subcortical structures (Cagnan et al., 2015b), subthalamic nucleus (STN) β 124 

bursting (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b), alterations in β waveform shape (Cole et al., 2016) and 125 

increased β-encoded phase-amplitude coupling (PAC) in the motor cortex (de Hemptinne et al., 126 

2013a).  127 

Despite these findings, the literature contains numerous inconsistencies. For example, 128 

there are reports both of increased (He et al., 2017) and unaltered (Crowell et al., 2012) motor 129 

cortical β power in Parkinson disease when compared to normal controls. Similarly, while motor 130 

cortical PAC has been reported as increased in Parkinson disease by several groups (de 131 

Hemptinne et al., 2013b; Kondylis et al., 2016), it is not consistently increased on an individual 132 

basis (Miocinovic et al., 2015). Likewise, STN β band power has been reported as elevated in as 133 

few as 50% of Parkinson disease subjects in some cohorts (Steigerwald, F. et al., 2015). 134 

Moreover, studies have reported both pro-kinetic (Feurra et al., 2011) and anti-kinetic (Eusebio et 135 

al., 2008, Pogosyan et al., 2009) effects of β oscillations. Therapeutic treatment with levodopa 136 

has likewise been observed to both decrease (Brown and Marsden, 1999) and increase (Sörös et 137 

al., 2017) cortical β power. 138 
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 These inconsistent findings may be accounted for, at least in part, by variability in the 139 

temporal domain of these signals, which has only recently been appreciated. Absolute β power, 140 

measured over seconds to minutes, obscures details of moment-to-moment variation in β 141 

amplitude (β bursting) which could be a critical aspect in the functional role of neural 142 

oscillations. Similarly, it has been shown that PAC is temporally dynamic (Malekmohammadi et 143 

al., 2015) suggesting that the observed absence of motor cortical PAC in single subjects may be 144 

related to temporal fluctuations in this signal.   145 

A model to unify these disparate findings has yet to be developed and tested. Synchrony 146 

has been shown to play an important role in the cortical pathophysiology of Parkinson disease 147 

(Kühn et al., 2009). Cortico-cortical β coherence correlates with Parkinson disease duration and 148 

severity and is reduced by levodopa in proportion to clinical improvements (Pollok et al., 2013). 149 

The role of synchrony in β amplification has been described in more detail by Cagnan and 150 

colleagues (Cagnan et al., 2015a). Taking advantage of dual electrode placement in the STN and 151 

globus pallidus internus (GPi), the authors report that certain phase alignments between β 152 

oscillations of the two nuclei favor transient increases in β power, analogous to β bursting. 153 

Degree of amplitude enhancement is proportional to the duration of time the two nuclei remained 154 

locked in a β enhancing phase. Furthermore, levodopa treatment reduced how often amplitude-155 

enhancing phase relationships occurred (Cagnan et al., 2015b).  156 

Dynamic changes in β power are a key regulator of movement in the basal ganglia and 157 

evidence indicates that the temporal variability of the STN β amplitude envelope correlates 158 

inversely with Parkinson disease symptomatology (Little et al., 2012). Tinkhauser et al have 159 

shown that the duration of β bursts in the STN is linked to clinical scores of Parkinson disease 160 

severity (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b). Their results also demonstrated a reduction in β burst duration 161 
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with levodopa therapy. Finally, and perhaps most intriguingly, the authors showed that 162 

interhemispheric measures of β phase synchrony are increased during temporally overlapping β 163 

bursts compared to bursts that did not overlap (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b). Subsequent studies 164 

have shown that targeting β bursts in the STN using adaptive (‘closed loop’) deep brain 165 

stimulation (DBS) can specifically curtail β burst duration (Tinkhauser et al., 2017a) and has 166 

greater symptomatic benefit compared to continuous DBS (Little et al., 2013).   167 

The foregoing studies by Tinkhauser et al and Cagnan et al have shown that phase 168 

synchrony is associated with increased β amplitude. Synchrony has also been linked to changes in 169 

waveform shape (Sherman et al., 2016), and waveform shape in turn has been closely associated 170 

with PAC (Cole et al., 2016). This paper investigates the relationship between beta synchrony, 171 

amplitude, waveform shape and PAC in an attempt to relate these variables under a unified 172 

explanatory framework. We acknowledge the argument that in signal analysis, amplitude and 173 

phase are intimately linked, providing a challenge to comparisons of phase measures across 174 

different amplitude ranges. We justify our analysis approach on the basis that theoretical studies 175 

suggest phase estimation is minimally affected by amplitude decreases unless these are close to 176 

zero for prolonged periods (Cohen, 2014).  177 

 178 

 179 

 180 

 181 

 182 

 183 

 184 
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Materials and Methods  185 

 186 

Surgical Procedure 187 

 188 

 The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of 189 

California, Los Angeles, and all participants provided written informed consent. All DBS 190 

implantations were carried by a single surgeon (N.P.) and all participants were implanted solely 191 

on the grounds of clinical necessity. Implantation targets were determined according to standard 192 

operating protocol. We studied a cohort of 32 individuals undergoing DBS for essential tremor 193 

(10 patients, 3 male, 7 female, mean age 58.9 years, SD 15.2 years) or Parkinson disease (22 194 

patients, 15 male, 7 female, mean age 64.4 years, SD 7.72 years. We use subjects with essential 195 

tremor for controls as deep brain stimulation surgery provides access to similar cortical areas but 196 

these patients do not exhibit the same clinical symptoms of rigidity and bradykinesia as seen in 197 

Parkinson disease. Leads were implanted in bilateral GPi for the Parkinson disease cohort and 198 

ventral intermediate nucleus of thalamus for the essential tremor (See Table 1 for patient 199 

demographic details). Written informed consent was obtained for insertion of an 8 contact 200 

subdural electrocorticography (ECoG) strip with 4mm platinum-iridium electrodes and 1cm 201 

spacing (AdTech Medical) through a burr hole fashioned for insertion of the DBS lead. Parkinson 202 

medications were withdrawn at least 12 hours prior to recording as per standard clinical protocol.   203 

 204 

Experimental Protocol 205 

 206 
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 Recordings were made at a sampling rate of 2400Hz, bandpass filtered at 0.1Hz and 207 

1000Hz using two designated recording g.USBamp amplifiers (GTech, Aus.) and stored using 208 

BCI2000 V3 software. A single scalp reference was used for all electrodes. All analysis was 209 

performed offline using Matlab 2016a (Mathworks, Natick, MA) in conjunction with the 210 

Chronux toolbox (Bokil et al., 2010). Electrode locations were determined post-operatively using 211 

preoperative MRI and CT, intra-operative fluoroscopy and postoperative CT using a technique 212 

described in depth previously (Randazzo et al., 2016;, Malekmohammadi et al., 2018). Briefly, 213 

the cortical surface was reconstructed using Freesurfer (Dale et al., 1999), while OsiriX software 214 

was used to build a reconstruction of skull and stereotactic frame reference points (Ratib and 215 

Rosset, 2006). DBS leads and ECoG contacts were then mapped onto the model using the 216 

intraoperative fluoroscopy and postoperative CT in a purpose-built Matlab graphic user interface 217 

(GUI), see Figure 1, A. The first contact to be sited clearly anterior to the central sulcus was 218 

considered to lie over the motor cortex. Premotor cortex was determined to be the contact 219 

immediately anterior to M1, see Figure 1, B. A map of all contacts used for analysis has been 220 

projected onto a 3D reconstruction of a standardized cortical surface (see Figure 1, E-F).  221 

 Patients were woken from anesthesia after formation of burrholes in locations determined 222 

according to preoperative clinical stereotactic planning. Bilateral DBS leads were sited and 223 

patients were allowed to recover from the propofol anesthesia for a minimum of 30 minutes 224 

before clinical testing of stimulation parameters was conducted with a clinical neurologist and 225 

technical team. Once satisfactory lead placement was confirmed both physiologically and 226 

clinically, recordings were conducted in a quiet setting. The subjects were instructed to relax for 227 

epochs of 30 seconds while keeping their eyes open and refraining from moving their body. A 228 
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minimum of 5 and maximum of 6 periods of 30 seconds rest recording (150 seconds total) was 229 

collected and analyzed for each subject. 230 

 231 

Data Analysis  232 

 233 

Data were analyzed in a monopolar configuration (without re-referencing) in order to 234 

preserve the phase of oscillations spatially proximal to each source. Subsequent analyses using 235 

Debiased Weighted Phase Lag Index (dwPLI) accounted for zero phase difference oscillations 236 

that may represent global signals rather than spatially-separated yet synchronized oscillations, the 237 

latter of which is the phenomenon of interest.  238 

 Pre-processing consisted of 60 Hz line noise removal using sine wave fitting over a 239 

moving window (‘rmlinesmovingwinc’ function, window 3s, step 2s, Chronux Toolbox). 240 

Removal of artifact used previously described techniques (AuYong et al., 2018), including using 241 

a custom GUI inspection of time-frequency spectra and manual removal of artifact. Automatic 242 

artifact removal used full wave rectification followed by calculation of the first derivative and 243 

filtering using a five-point median filter. Artifact was defined as regions in which the first 244 

derivative exceeded 5 standard deviations for the subject calculated across the entirety of their 245 

recording. Removed segments of artifact were replaced by linear interpolation derived from data 246 

2msecs before and after the artifact. Removed artifact constituted episodes of high amplitude 247 

activity, excessive harmonics or time series with high rates of voltage change.  248 

Power was calculated using Welch’s estimate (Welch, 1967) using a 1 second window 249 

with zero overlap. Power spectra between 4-400Hz were normalized relative to the total power 250 
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between 4-400Hz. This accounted for variation in the total power across individuals and provided 251 

for a more standardized comparison across individuals.  252 

 Periods of β bursting were determined by filtering each subject’s data using a zero phase 253 

FIR band pass filter (cutoff frequencies, low β: 12-20 Hz, high β: 21- 35 Hz, eeglab function 254 

‘eegfilt’, order = 3*fix(Fs/locutoff)). Analytic envelope was extracted using a Hilbert transform 255 

and bursting was defined as any period of oscillation amplitude that crossed the 75th percentile 256 

power for that subject within a particular band and which persisted for at least 50 milliseconds, 257 

see Figure 1, C (Tinkhauser et al, 2017). After filtering, the phase and amplitude segments of the 258 

signals were sorted into burst and non-burst segments. To construct burst duration across a 259 

spectrum of frequencies (see Figure 3B) we filtered each signal as described above in bands of 5 260 

Hz width centered on frequencies 4-40Hz in 1 Hz increments. For each band bursts were 261 

extracted and the mean burst duration was calculated. Mean burst duration was calculated for 262 

high beta between 21 Hz and 35 Hz by taking the mean burst duration across this frequency range 263 

for each subject. For analysis of burst duration characteristics only, all episodes of amplitude 264 

crossing the 75th percentile threshold were included. We identified periods of β bursting in the 265 

raw signal by indexing back to the unfiltered signal in subsequent analyses.  266 

Synchrony was assessed using two related techniques, phase synchrony index (PSI) and 267 

debiased weighted phase lag index (dwPLI). Custom scripts were developed for the calculation of 268 

each synchrony measure and calculated using methods detailed elsewhere (Vinck et al., 2011; 269 

Cohen M.X., 2014). Both are purely phase-based measures of connectivity and thus relatively 270 

resistant to any confounding effects of amplitude that may be peculiar to episodes of bursting. 271 

These two scores are complimentary as clustering at zero or π phase angles is not recognized as 272 

increased synchrony using dwPLI alone and a consistent phase lag or phase lead (positive or 273 
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negative phase difference relationship) is not revealed by using PSI alone. To ascertain the 274 

temporal relationship between increases in synchrony and increases in power, synchrony (PSI 275 

and dwPLI) at burst onset was calculated for each subject and plotted alongside normalized 276 

power at burst onset. Maximum values of the first derivative for each subject’s curve and the time 277 

of peak first derivative relative to burst onset were calculated for each subject. To provide 278 

assurance that our measures of synchrony increase were not solely due to the threshold adopted 279 

(point of maximum derivative) we used an alternative measure as verification. For each subject 280 

the mean across the pre-burst and burst period (-50 ms and +50 msecs with respect to burst onset 281 

at 0 msecs) was taken. The time point at which this mean was met or exceeded constituted our 282 

alternative threshold.  283 

In order to test whether our increased synchrony was merely a result of increasing 284 

amplitude during beta bursts we generated synthetic signals with no inherent synchrony between 285 

signals. This approach allowed us to explore how low amplitudes and transient increases in 286 

amplitude (as in beta bursting) might compromise synchrony measurements. To perform this in 287 

silico analysis we generated 400 synthetic signals of 10 seconds duration using sine waves with 288 

frequencies in the 1-20 Hz, 21-35 Hz, 36-50 Hz, and 51-150 Hz ranges. Each signal was 289 

composed of the 20 sine waves (5 from each of the four frequency bands) randomly selected from 290 

the frequency bands. Each sine wave was modified with noise (a vector of randomly generated 291 

values on the open interval [0, 0.05]), a randomized phase shift and a direct current offset of -0.5 292 

a.u. All other signal parameters and analysis (sampling rate, filter parameters and PSI 293 

calculations) were identical to those used our in vivo analysis. Testing was performed upon 200 294 

pairs of signals generated in the above manner. We elected to modulate only one of our signal 295 

amplitudes as our in vivo analysis was concerned with episodes of bursting only at the motor 296 
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cortex (irrespective of amplitudes at the ‘premotor’ cortex). Signal 2 was thus modulated by 297 

taking the dot product of the raw synthetically generated signal with a Gaussian kernel of equal 298 

length having 1 at the zenith, a mean of 5 seconds and a standard deviation of 0.5 seconds. This 299 

produced a signal that varied in amplitude over the course of 10 seconds from near zero 300 

amplitude to equal amplitude with Signal 1, before decreasing again to near zero amplitude at the 301 

end of the 10 seconds (see Figure 4 D, blue trace). Maximal PSI levels for each iteration were 302 

defined as the mean PSI within +/- 0.5s (+/- 1 standard deviation), of the maximal amplitude at 303 

the 5 second point in the signal. The timepoint of synchrony increase was defined as the point at 304 

which PSI levels between Signal 1 and Signal 2 reached or exceeded the maximal amplitude 305 

threshold, the timepoint of synchrony decrease was defined as the time at which synchrony 306 

dropped below this level. 307 

 Waveform analysis is an evolving field and attempts to characterize the non-sinusoidal 308 

features of neural oscillations have been made elsewhere (Cole et al., 2017). Here we adopted the 309 

procedure utilized by Cole et al and focused upon waveform changes in the high β band because 310 

it was in this band that we have identified significant changes in burst duration specific to 311 

Parkinson disease. First, we used a zero phase FIR to bandpass filter our signal (high β: 20-35 312 

Hz, order = 360, eeglab function ‘eegfilt’) and identify the zero crossings of the first derivative 313 

corresponding to peaks and troughs. In the raw signal, peaks corresponded to the extrema of the 314 

signal between two troughs identified in the filtered signal. Likewise, troughs were the extrema of 315 

the raw signal between two peaks in the filtered signal. To constitute a valid peak or trough, the 316 

extrema had to be accompanied by a net positive gradient 2 milliseconds before the peak and a 317 

net negative gradient 2 milliseconds after the peak. Likewise, troughs were only defined in 318 

regions of the raw trace where a negative gradient preceded the trough for 2 milliseconds and a 319 
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positive gradient followed the trough for 2 milliseconds. Figure 1, D shows a representative 320 

sample of the waveform analysis illustrating where peaks and troughs fall on the raw signal with 321 

the high β and high β analytic envelope superimposed.  322 

Phase amplitude coupling (PAC) was calculated according to methods described in detail 323 

previously (Malekmohammadi et al., 2015). In brief, we used Tort’s Modulation Index (MI) 324 

(Tort et al., 2010) and parameterized with reference to previous PAC analyses 325 

(Malekmohammadi et al., 2015). Data was filtered using FIR filtering (high-pass then low-pass) 326 

at frequencies 8-38 Hz in 2 Hz steps with a 2 Hz bandwidth. For optimal detection of PAC 327 

relationships we used variable bandwidths for amplitude encoding set to be twice the center 328 

frequency of the phase encoding band (Aru et al., 2015). Amplitude encoding bands were 329 

centered on frequencies between 40-200 Hz in 5 Hz steps. We extracted phases and amplitudes 330 

using Hilbert transforms on our phase and amplitude encoding signals respectively. 12 bins of 331 

30° width were used to categorize phase and derive phase-amplitude histograms.  332 

 333 

 334 

Statistics  335 

 336 

 All statistical testing was carried out in Matlab using the Statistics and Machine Learning 337 

Toolbox. Power differences and mean burst durations were compared between the Essential 338 

Tremor and Parkinson disease cohorts using a subject-based average over the high β band 339 

followed by student’s t-test. In order to compare the distributions of β bursting across cohorts we 340 

compiled a probability distribution for each subject according to the proportion of the whole 341 

signal that fell into duration bins of 50 milliseconds width. Duration bins were from 50 to 750 342 
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milliseconds in 50 millisecond steps, the final bin was defined as >750-  milliseconds. A log-343 

logistic distribution was fitted to the resulting distribution for each subject and a mu value (mean 344 

duration of fitted curve) calculated. This distribution was selected as our burst duration data is 345 

continuous, non-negative and exhibits a strong positive skew. Group duration distributions were 346 

compared using a two-sample Kolmogorv-Smirnov (KS) test and μ values were then compared 347 

across groups using a two-sample t-test. Correlations with clinical measurements were calculated 348 

using a Spearman’s rho test of significance. Correlational analyses were carried out across the 349 

whole cohort and where correlations against more than one clinical score aggregation method 350 

was carried out the alpha value for significance was adjusted for multiple comparisons using 351 

Bonferroni correction (see Figure 2 D-F). UPDRS scores for the ET cohort were taken to be zero. 352 

To compare synchrony across cohorts and conditions we performed a two-way analysis of 353 

variance on mean synchrony outcomes (dwPLI/PSI) for each subject. Violin plots were 354 

delineated using 100 query points between the maximum and minimum of the data set based on 355 

an optimized Gaussian kernel (Matlab function boxPlot, 356 

https://uk.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/46545-alternative-box-plot). Circles on the 357 

plots indicate points lying outside Q1 -1.5*IQR or Q3+1.5*IQR (where Q1, Q3 and IQR are the 358 

first quartiles, third quartiles and the interquartile range respectively).  359 

 For clinical scores, we used the Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale, Part III 360 

(UPDRS-III) subscore item 3.3 to obtain a rigidity score for the upper limb contralateral to the 361 

ECoG strip. Measures of Parkinson disease symptomatology were correlated with mean burst 362 

duration and peak burst PSI for each subject using a non-parametric Spearman’s rho test.   363 

 To compare results from the waveform analysis, sharpness and steepness ratios were 364 

derived for each subject in each condition by dividing the mean peak sharpness by the mean 365 
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trough sharpness for the former and the mean rising steepness by the mean falling steepness for 366 

the latter. Differences between conditions and groups were assessed using a multivariate analysis 367 

of variance (MANOVA) to determine whether group means differed. In order to compare 368 

changes across cohorts and condition with respect to waveform sharpness and steepness ratios, 369 

we generated a vector in the 2D plane of sharpness steepness ratio space that joined each 370 

individual’s ratio from non-bursting epochs to the corresponding ratio during bursts. The lengths 371 

and angles of vectors could be compared using a t-test for vector lengths and a parametric 372 

Watson-Williams multi-sample test for equal means from the CircStat Toolbox (Berens, 2009). 373 

This is in effect a one-way ANOVA adapted for circular data.  374 

 To assess the statistical significance of PAC, MI was calculated for the original data and 375 

then, to create a null distribution, was also calculated for 500 surrogate data sets composed of 376 

phase-shuffled original data. MI scores for original data and surrogate data sets were transformed 377 

into z-scores and an MI for the original data set was considered significant if it lay 1.96 standard 378 

deviations above the mean of the surrogate data set, corresponding to a p ≤ 0.05 significance 379 

level. Only MI scores exceeding this significance level were included in further analyses. 380 

 PAC results were compared in the low and high β bands by calculating a mean MI for 381 

each subject over frequency ranges 12-20 Hz (low β) and 20-30 Hz (high β) phase encoding 382 

frequencies with 50-200 Hz amplitude encoding frequencies for both bands as used in previous 383 

studies (de Hemptinne et al., 2013b). Mean values of MI were compared using a Mann-Whitney 384 

U test for differences between cohorts and to compare bursting and non-bursting conditions 385 

within each cohort.  386 

 387 

 388 
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 389 

 390 

 391 

 392 

 393 

Results 394 

 395 

Cohort Demographic Comparison 396 

 397 

 The ages of the ET cohort were not normally distributed by Anderson Darling (AD) 398 

testing (AD test statistic = 0.81, p = 0.022).  Accordingly, a non-parametric Mann Whitney U test 399 

was used to compare the ages of the PD and ET cohorts. There were no significant differences in 400 

the ages of the two cohorts (Mann-Whitney U test z-value = 0.77, p = 0.44). Table 1 details 401 

patient demographics. Our PD cohort included 4 tremor dominant individuals (subjects 13, 15, 20 402 

and 30, see Table 1) and 18 akinetic-rigid individuals as defined by scoring systems published 403 

previously (Lian et al., 2019). 404 

 405 

 406 

 407 

 408 

 409 
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 410 

 Table 1. Patient demographics.  411 

 412 

Subject Number Age 

(Years) 

Sex 

(M/F) 

Handedness 

(L/R) 

Disease 

State 

Implantation Site UPDRS-III Score 

 

 

1 76 M R ET Bilat. Thal. N/A  

2 37 F R ET Left Thal. N/A  

3 67 F R ET Left Thal. N/A  

4 60 F R ET  Left Thal. N/A  

5 67 F R ET Left Thal. N/A  

6 77 M R ET Left Thal. N/A  

7 36 F R ET Left Thal. N/A  

8 73 F R ET Left Thal. N/A  

9 64 F R ET Right Thal. N/A  

10 76 M R ET Bilat.Thal. N/A  

11 78 F R PD Bilat. GPi 16  

12 65 M R PD Bilat. GPi 16  

13 63 M R PD Bilat. GPi 51  

14 76 F R PD Bilat. GPi 29  

15 72 M R PD Bilat. GPi 54  

16 67 F R PD Bilat. GPi 42   

17 58 M R PD Bilat. GPi 72  

18 57 M R PD Bilat. GPi 6  

19 60 M R PD Bilat. GPi 23  

20 70 M L PD Bilat. GPi 42  

21 61 F R PD Bilat. GPi 37  

22 71 F R PD Bilat. GPi 9  

23 57 F R PD Bilat. GPi 32  

24 64 F R PD Bilat. GPi 34  

25 61 M R PD Right GPi 16  

26 63 M R PD Bilat. GPi 55  

27 72 M R PD Bilat. GPi 31  

28 59 M R PD Bilat. GPi 29  

29 60 M R PD Bilat. GPi 35  

30 52 M R PD Bilat. GPi 57  

31 69 M R PD Bilat. GPi 52  

32 61 M R PD Bilat. GPi 37  
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High β power and bursts in Parkinson disease 413 

 414 

Analysis of power spectra demonstrated significantly greater high β power at rest in the 415 

Parkinson disease cohort compared to the Essential Tremor cohort (mean Essential Tremor = -416 

20.99, 95% CI +/- 1.53, mean Parkinson disease =  -17.45, 95% CI +/- 0.67, two tailed t-test, t = -417 

2.33, p = 7.6x10-6, see Figure 2, A) and this increased high β power was mirrored by an increased 418 

burst duration for Parkinson disease compared to Essential Tremor in the high β band (see Figure 419 

2, B). Anderson-Darling tests of normality found that the burst duration data for the Parkinson 420 

disease cohort was not normally distributed (test statistic = 0.87, p = 0.021) and so non-421 

parametric testing was used to compare the cohorts (mean high β burst duration Essential Tremor 422 

= 143.24 msecs, +/- 8.20, mean high β burst duration for Parkinson disease = 156.34 msec, +/-423 

7.40, Mann-Whitney U test z-value = -2.38, p = 0.017). To further characterize differences in 424 

high β burst duration between the cohorts, we calculated the distributions of burst durations. A 425 

preliminary two-sample KS test showed that the burst duration distributions differed significantly 426 

between the two groups (two sampled KS test, KS value = 0.18, p = 0.001, see Figure 2, C). We 427 

then modeled high β burst durations using a log logistic distribution for each subject to 428 

characterize further the differences between the cohorts. This distribution was selected as it is 429 

suitable for continuous, non-negative data with positive skew. Burst analysis closely parallels 430 

common applications of this distribution in survival and time-to-failure analyses. In this 431 

distribution fit μ values (normally the logarithm of the distribution mean) have been transformed 432 

by taking the exponential so that they represent the mean of the fitted distribution in milliseconds. 433 

Sigma values (σ the scale parameter of the log logistic distribution) represent the concentration of 434 

burst durations either closer to zero (low sigma values) or further from zero (high sigma values). 435 
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Fitting of the log logistic distribution for the population yielded a Log Likelihood of -75376.8, 436 

estimated mu = 5.21, S.E. = 0.007, estimated sigma = 0.457, S.E. = 0.0035. Both the μ and σ 437 

values differed for Essential Tremor and Parkinson disease (mean μ Essential Tremor = 88.5 438 

msec, 95% CI +/- 2.03 msec, mean μ value Parkinson disease = 108.4, 95% CI +/- 2.1, Mann-439 

Whitney U z-value = -2.70, p = 0.007, see Figure 2, C, inset. Mean σ for Essential Tremor = 0.42, 440 

95% CI +/- 0.017, mean σ for Parkinson disease = 0.47, 95% CI +/- 0.018, AD test statistic = 441 

1.26, p = 0.002, Mann-Whitney U test z-value = -3.27, p = 0.001) suggesting that the Parkinson 442 

disease cohort had a tendency to stay in high β bursts for greater durations compared to the 443 

Essential Tremor cohort (increased μ) and that increased mean burst duration was due to a 444 

general shift towards increased frequencies of higher duration bursts rather than occasional more 445 

extreme values (increased σ).  446 

Finally, we compared the μ values for each subject in the cohort with the contralateral 447 

upper extremity aggregate bradykinesia and rigidity score on the UPDRS-III. This showed a 448 

positive relationship between ratings of Parkinson disease symptomatology and burst duration (μ) 449 

at rest (Bonferroni corrected p = 0.029, Spearman’s r = 0.45, see Figure 2, D). Here we highlight 450 

the relationship between μ and aggregated contralateral upper limb rigidity/bradykinesia because 451 

our ECoG placement targeted the more medially placed arm area of M1. In total we compared μ 452 

with three different measures of hemi-body UPDRS-III scores (Figure 2, D-F), all of which 453 

showed a trend towards a positive correlation and two of which survived Bonferroni correction 454 

(Figure 2, D-E). Comparison of high β burst duration (μ) with aggregated hemibody (upper and 455 

lower limb) rigidity/bradykinesia scores revealed a significant positive correlation (Bonferroni 456 

corrected p = 0.048, Spearman’s r = 0.42, see Figure 2, E). Our μ scores showed a trend towards 457 

positive correlation with rigidity alone (UPDRS-III 3.3), however this third correlation did not 458 
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survive Bonferroni correction (Bonferroni corrected p = 0.054, spearman’s r = 0.42, see Figure 2, 459 

F).  460 

 461 

 462 

 463 

 464 

β Bursts and Cortico-cortical Synchrony 465 

 466 

  It has been previously established that synchrony between M1 and the STN is increased 467 

during β burst activity (Tinkhauser et al., 2018). Here we show cortico-cortical coupling is 468 

likewise increased during episodes of β bursting. We also demonstrate that synchrony during 469 

bursting does not differ between Essential Tremor and Parkinson disease despite there being a 470 

higher level of synchrony before bursting in the Parkinson disease group. Finally, we demonstrate 471 

that M1-PM synchrony increases precede M1 β power increases, and that average synchrony 472 

during β bursting correlates significantly with clinical features of Parkinson disease.   473 

All PSI values met the Anderson-Darling test criteria for normality (all p-values > 0.09) 474 

and so comparisons were performed using t-tests. Before β bursting, the Parkinson disease cohort 475 

demonstrates greater M1-premotor PSI compared to the Essential Tremor cohort (mean preburst 476 

PSI for Essential Tremor = 0.7, 95% CI +/-0.027, mean preburst PSI for Parkinson disease = 477 

0.76, 95% CI +/- 0.027, two-tailed t-test, t = -3.21, Bonferroni corrected p = 0.0125, see Figure 3, 478 

A). In both groups, PSI increased during bursts (mean preburst PSI Essential Tremor = 0.69, 95% 479 

CI +/- 0.03, mean burst PSI Essential Tremor = 0.86, 95% CI +/-0.038, two-tailed t-test, t = -18.6, 480 

Bonferroni corrected p = 6.87x10-8; mean preburst PSI Parkinson disease = 0.76, 95% CI +/- 481 
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0.03, mean burst PSI Parkinson disease = 0.91, 95% CI +/- 0.02, two-tailed t-test t = -22.3 482 

Bonferroni corrected p = 1.8x10-15), but most importantly PSI did not differ between the groups 483 

during bursts (Essential Tremor burst PSI mean = 0.86, 95% CI +/- 0.04, Parkinson disease burst 484 

PSI mean = 0.91, 95% CI +/- 0.02, two-tailed t-test t = -2.38 Bonferroni corrected p = 0.097). 485 

The pattern of results for dwPLI closely paralleled those for PSI, however dwPLI did not meet 486 

the test of normality and so was analyzed using non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests (Table 2 487 

below and Figure 3, B). 488 

 489 
 490 
 491 

 PSI dwPLI 

Comparison Means (95% CIs) 
P-value 

(Critical p) 
Means (95% CI) 

P-value 

(Critical p) 

ET preburst cf. 

ET burst 

0.69 (± 0.03) 

0.86 (± 0.04) 

1.4x10-8 

(0.0125) 

0.50 (± 0.02) 

0.70 (±0.02) 

1.83x10-4 

(00125) 

PD preburst cf. 

PD burst 

0.76 (± 0.03), 

0.91 (± 0.02) 

3.3x10-16 

(0.0125) 

0.55 (± 0.02) 

0.72 (± 0.02) 

1.2x10-7 

(0.0125) 

ET preburst cf. 

PD preburst 

0.69 (± 0.03) 

0.76 (± 0.03) 

0.0032 

(0.0125) 

0.50 (± 0.02) 

0.55 (± 0.02) 

0.008 

(0.0125) 

ET burst cf. PD 

burst 

0.86 (± 0.04), 

0.91 (±   0.02) 

0.023 

(0.0125) 

0.70 (± 0.02) 

0.72 (± 0.02) 

0.52 

(0.0125) 

Note: Critical p-values are corrected for multiple comparisons using the bonferroni method. 

Comparisons that meet or exceed the critical p-value are shaded yellow. 

 

Table 2. Statistical comparisons of burst and preburst synchrony assessed with PSI and 492 
dwPLI. 493 
 494 
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 495 
It has been shown that phase synchrony can precede power increases by several 496 

milliseconds (Womelsdorf et al., 2007). To attempt to discern whether synchrony increases were 497 

pre-emptory of power increases we evaluated the maximum gradient of power and synchrony 498 

increases relative to burst onset, see Figure 3, C-D. This analysis was performed on the whole 499 

cohort together in order to demonstrate a general point regarding synchrony and amplitude. Time 500 

distributions of maximal amplitude did not meet the Anderson-Darling test of normality and so 501 

comparisons were made using non-parametric tests. We found that the timepoint of maximal rate 502 

of increase in preburst synchrony (both PSI and dwPLI) preceded the timepoint of maximum rate 503 

of power increase (both measured relative to bursting onset, denoted as time 0). Of the three 504 

measures compared (PSI, dwPLI and power), PSI showed the earliest increase and occurred 505 

significantly earlier than power increases (mean time of greatest power increase = -2.68 msec, 506 

95% CI +/-1.61 msec, mean time of greatest PSI increase = -20.52 msec, 95% CI +/- 1.61 msec, 507 

Mann-Whitney U test z-value = 6.57, p = 4.96x10-11, Figure 3, E), with dwPLI increasing 508 

maximally shortly after PSI and also showing significant anticipation of power increases (mean 509 

time of greatest power increase = -2.68 msec, 95% CI +/-1.61 msec, mean time of greatest dwPLI 510 

increase = -13.26 msec, 95% CI +/- 6.06 msec, Mann-Whitney U test z-value = 3.70, p = 511 

2.20x10-4).  Thus, for PSI which shows the earliest rise in synchrony, there is a temporal lead 512 

with reference to maximal power increase of -20.52- (-2.68) = -17.84 milliseconds preceding 513 

power increase. In light of this temporal precedence we suggest that these findings could reflect a 514 

causal relationship with inter-regional (PM-M1) synchrony increases causing increases in locally 515 

measured oscillatory power (M1).  516 

Although synchrony measures during bursts did not significantly differ between the two 517 

groups, the difference between Essential Tremor and Parkinson disease groups approached 518 
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significance and there was still inter-subject variability. We therefore explored the relationship 519 

between magnitude of synchrony and clinical symptoms. Average PSI during bursts was 520 

positively correlated with contralateral upper limb bradykinesia/rigidity scores across all subjects 521 

(Spearman’s r = 0.40, p 0.023, see Figure 3, F). 522 

Two approaches were used to assess the robustness of our findings. First, we developed a 523 

different method for assessing the timing of increase in synchrony, to demonstrate that the results 524 

are independent of the criterion used for determining synchrony increases. Second we sought to 525 

show that observed increases in synchrony were not merely necessitated by an increase in 526 

amplitude leading to improved accuracy of phase position and hence increased synchrony. 527 

The point of the maximal synchrony increase could be a suboptimal means for 528 

determining whether synchrony increases precede amplitude bursts. We therefore repeated our 529 

analysis using the timepoint at which synchrony increases beyond the mean taken across the 530 

preburst and burst period. This approach yielded identical results to our initial analysis and full 531 

details are depicted in Figure 4, A-C. PSI increased before amplitude (mean time of amplitude 532 

increase to threshold = -0.77 msec, 95% CI +/- 2.86 msec, mean time of PSI increase to threshold 533 

= -8.57 msec, 95% CI +/- 1.50 msec, Mann-Whitney U test z-value = 6.44, p = 1.13x10-10). 534 

Similarly, for dwPLI the timepoint at which the threshold was exceeded preceded the timepoint at 535 

which the threshold was crossed for the normalized amplitude (mean time of amplitude increase 536 

to threshold = -0.77 msec, 95% CI +/- 2.86 msec, mean time of dwPLI increase to threshold = -537 

9.28 msec, 95% CI +/- 4.02 msec, Mann-Whitney U test z-value = 5.13, p = 2.88x10-7). 538 

In order to show that our synchrony findings were not necessitated by amplitude increases 539 

during bursting we generated 400 synthetic signals composed of random frequencies plus noise 540 

and gradually modulated the amplitude of one signal while measuring PSI between pairs of 541 
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signals (see Figure 4, D). This analysis shows that maximal PSI onset is achieved when the 542 

modulated signal reaches 0.4% of maximum amplitude (PSI ‘onset’ point, 95% CI +/- 0.029%) 543 

and synchrony measurement again becomes compromised when the signal reaches 0.39% of 544 

maximum amplitude (PSI ‘offset’ point, 95% CI +/- 0.027%). These points of the signal 545 

corresponded to signal envelope amplitudes of 0.0017 a.u. (mean envelope amplitude for PSI 546 

‘onset’ point) and 0.0016 a.u. (mean envelope amplitude for PSI ‘offset’ point). Across the 547 

entirety of our in vivo recordings the minimum amplitude of the high beta envelope was 0.0058 548 

μV, which is more than three times the level at which we found PSI was compromised in our in 549 

silico experiments. This result suggests that low amplitudes alone cannot account for the burst 550 

related changes in synchrony we have observed. Furthermore, our burst analyses are conducted 551 

using data surrounding the 75th percentile of signal amplitude meaning that our analyses were 552 

unlikely to have included epochs of extremely low amplitude. This offers some assurance that our 553 

results are not necessitated by the a priori relationships between phase estimation and signal 554 

amplitude.  555 

 556 

   557 

 558 

 559 

High β synchrony and waveform shape 560 

 561 

Plotting peak:trough sharpness and rising:falling steepness ratios across conditions is one 562 

means by which to characterize changes in overall waveform shape (Figure 5, A). This ratio 563 

measure has the advantage of negating the potentially confounding effects of power differences 564 
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between bursting and non-bursting periods as both peak and trough sharpness would be expected 565 

to be similarly increased by increases in amplitude excursion during bursting episodes. The same 566 

argument holds for the ratio measurement of rising and falling steepness. There was a significant 567 

shift from a relatively steeper rising phase and relatively sharper peak during non-burst periods 568 

(black “X” Figure 5, A) towards a relatively steeper falling phase and relatively sharper trough 569 

during bursting (red “X Fig 5, A, MANOVA, d = 1, p = 1.2x10-6). Non-burst to burst waveform 570 

changes can be decomposed into vectors with length and direction to quantify the nature of 571 

waveform changes (Figure 5, B-C). Figure 5, C illustrates that there was a significant difference 572 

between the Essential Tremor and Parkinson disease cohorts in the extent (as measured by 573 

Euclidean distance on the two-dimensional waveform shape plane, thick black and red vectors 574 

Fig 5, C), but not the direction (angle) of this burst-dependent waveform change (ET mean 575 

Euclidean distance = 0.30, 95% CI = +/- 0.099, mean PD Euclidean distance = 0.15, 95% CI = 576 

+/- 0.033, two-tail Student’s t-test t-value = 3.88, p = 5.24x10-4). This is reflected in the larger 577 

vector size for ET (solid black vector in Figure 5, C) compared with PD (solid red vector in 578 

Figure 5, C). Our postulation that changing waveform shape reflects changes in synchrony among 579 

the underlying neural elements would predict that a difference in waveform changes could be 580 

linked to the symptomatology of Parkinson disease. In support of this prediction we find that the 581 

Euclidean distance of waveform shape is inversely correlated with clinical measures of Parkinson 582 

disease severity (Spearman’s r = -0.40, p = 0.022, see Figure 6 5, C D). Across the cohort a 583 

smaller Euclidean distance (change in waveform shape) between non-bursting and bursting 584 

waveforms was associated with higher scores of Parkinson disease clinical symptomatology. 585 

Despite differences in the extent of waveform change and a correlation between UPDRS-III 586 

scores and magnitude of waveform change, we found no significant difference between the 587 
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cohorts when comparing waveform shape loci during both bursting and non-bursting conditions 588 

(see Figure 5, E). Attempts to replicate previous findings correlating sharpness ratios with 589 

contralateral rigidity scores (Cole et al., 2016) did not reveal a significant relationship in our 590 

cohort (Spearman’s r = -0.12 , p = 0.52, see Figure 5, F).  591 

 592 

 593 

 594 

PAC is specific to β bursting 595 

 596 

 PAC was calculated for bursting and non-burst periods separately. Anderson-Darling tests 597 

of normality showed that the data for PD cohort PAC was not normally distributed (low β PD 598 

non-burst MI AD test stat = 2.32, p = 5.00x10-4, low β PD burst MI AD test stat = 2.15, p = 599 

5.00x10-4), comparison of the data was therefore made using non-parametric testing. Figure 6, A 600 

shows the group average PAC for non-bursting and bursting segments across all subjects. There 601 

were significant burst versus non-burst differences in both the low and high β band encoded PAC 602 

(Figures 6, A-B). Low β phase encoded PAC increased significantly during bursts compared to 603 

non-bursting (mean low β non-burst MI = 1.20 x 10-4, 95% CI +/- 6.15 x 10-3, mean low β burst 604 

MI = 0.0013, 95% CI +/- 5.43 x 10-5, Mann Whitney U z-value = -4.78, p = 1.70 x 10-3, Figures 605 

6, A-B). Likewise, high β phase encoded PAC showed similar results with a pronounced 606 

elevation in PAC during bursts compared to non-burst periods (mean high β non-burst MI = 607 

6.96x10-5, 95% CI +/- 4.14x10-5, mean high β bursting MI = 6.96x10-4, 95% CI +/- 2.88 x10-4, 608 

Mann-Whitney U z-value = -4.76 p = 3.93x10-6, see Figures 6, A-B). There was no significant 609 

difference for MI in the Essential Tremor and Parkinson disease cohorts during non-burst or burst 610 
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periods in the high or low β-phase encoded bands.  611 

 To investigate the relationship between cortical PAC and waveform shape we compared 612 

cortical high β PAC with magnitude of changes in high β waveform shape. High β PAC data did 613 

not meet the test of normality (Anderson-Darling test statistic = 2.93, p = 5x10-4) and so a 614 

Spearman’s non-parametric test was used to assess correlation. Our data shows a significant 615 

positive correlation between the extent of waveform shape change (Euclidean distance on the 616 

two-dimensional waveform shape plane) and average high β phase encoded PAC (Spearman’s r 617 

value = 0.52, p = 0.0026, Figure 6, C).   618 

 619 

 620 

 621 

Discussion 622 

 623 

 Our results demonstrate a temporally dynamic pattern of β bursting that links dynamic 624 

network synchrony with locally observed phenomena of increased high β power and high β phase 625 

encoded PAC. Here we have provided evidence linking high β cortico-cortical synchrony, motor 626 

cortex high β amplitude increases, high β waveform changes and high β encoded PAC. Previous 627 

studies have shown that in Parkinson disease, the STN β burst durations and amplitude are 628 

modulated by treatment with levodopa (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b). Decreases in burst duration 629 

were also correlated with symptomatic improvement (Tinkhauser et al., 2017b). The same study 630 

showed that longer β bursts are associated with increases in local and interhemispheric phase 631 

synchronization. Our results demonstrate that cortical synchrony plays a similar role in cortical β 632 

bursting; our measures of synchrony were elevated across the M1 and PM cortices during β 633 
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bursting. Importantly, we demonstrate that bursts are preceded by increases in synchrony. This is 634 

consistent with Cagnan et al’s prior report of amplitude-enhancing phase relationships between 635 

the globus pallidus and STN (Cagnan et al., 2015a). However, we now demonstrate that the 636 

phenomenon of phase synchronization resulting in amplitude enhancement (or bursting) occurs at 637 

other nodes in the motor network and is not specific to the subcortical basal ganglia.  Notably, we 638 

also show that higher cortico-cortical synchronization during bursts, and longer duration bursts 639 

both correlate with aggregate measures of contralateral Parkinson disease symptomatology. Our 640 

measures of synchrony, burst duration, and waveform shape change all correlated with 641 

contralateral upper limb rigidity alone but the correlation did not survive Bonferroni correction. 642 

The increased strength of relationship between synchrony, burst duration, waveform change and 643 

aggregate measures of rigidity/bradykinesia could indicate that these processes play a generalized 644 

role in underpinning the clinical features of Parkinson disease. These results taken together 645 

suggest that hypersynchrony across the cortico-basal ganglia circuit could be driving increases in 646 

β amplitude, waveform shape changes and motor cortical PAC. Present forms of adaptive DBS 647 

stimulate at high frequency only when amplitude of β rises above a preset threshold, thus 648 

effectively shortening burst duration and decreasing burst amplitude (Tinkhauser et al 2017).  649 

That we observe >17msec of increasing PSI preceding cortical high β burst spotlights an 650 

anticipatory biomarker that could be used for adaptive DBS.  651 

 Increased β power, previously reported in the motor cortex, may be attributable to the 652 

longer duration of β bursts, which we report here. Indeed, the mean duration of bursts in this 653 

spectral region correlates with severity of contralateral limb rigidity/bradykinesia, suggesting that 654 

the prolongation of these transient increases in high β power is playing a pathophysiological role 655 

in Parkinson disease. Our results could help explain why Parkinson disease-related elevation of β 656 
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power in the motor cortex (He et al., 2017) is an inconsistent finding (Crowell et al., 2012). Total 657 

high β power could remain unchanged despite changes in the underlying dynamics of high β 658 

bursting. Given the dynamicity of high β bursts, the underlying phenomenon may not always be 659 

reflected in grosser time-aggregated measurement of overall power. Intuitively, this would 660 

necessitate either less frequent β bursting or reduced amplitude of β bursts. Of note, previous 661 

studies have found that β bursting in M1 is not significantly different in terms of duration or 662 

frequency when Parkinson disease and dystonia cohorts are compared (Wang et al., 2018). 663 

Further investigations are necessary to evaluate the relationship between bursts and disease 664 

symptomatology across movement disorder diagnoses. It may be the case that increased burst 665 

duration is not a feature unique to Parkinson disease pathophysiology, just as PAC is not unique 666 

to Parkinson disease (Kondylis et al., 2016). 667 

 We have linked transient episodes of high β power to both increases in cortico-cortical 668 

synchrony and to changes in waveform shape. Waveform shape change has been shown here to 669 

relate to Parkinson disease symptomatology and to high β encoded PAC in the cortex. Waveform 670 

analysis is an emerging field of study but has already made contributions to the study of 671 

Parkinson disease pathophysiology (Cole et al., 2016). Cole et al analyzed the motor cortical 672 

signal during DBS and found that STN DBS had the effect of ‘smoothing’ the non-sinusoidal 673 

features of β oscillations in M1. The authors postulated that this reflected a decrease in synchrony 674 

of synaptic inputs reflecting reduced coherence in the cortico-basal ganglia circuits. Here we 675 

show that waveform characteristics indeed change relative to the bursting state of the underlying 676 

signal and cortico-cortical synchrony. We furthermore demonstrate that this change in waveform 677 

shape is impaired in the PD cohort and the degree of impairment correlates with clinical 678 

symptoms of Parkinson disease. Non-burst epochs appear to favor a higher peak-to-trough ratio 679 
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and rising-to-falling steepness ratio whereas bursting periods of the signal show the opposite. We 680 

propose that waveforms are dynamically changing between these two bursting and non-bursting 681 

states and that temporal collapsing of waveform features neglects important features specific to 682 

bursting and non-bursting epochs. Cole et al found that M1 sharpness ratio was positively 683 

correlated with patient rigidity scores. We did not replicate this finding with our methodology, 684 

however, we instead find that synchrony, waveform shape change and mean burst duration are 685 

correlated with composite contralateral upper limb rigidity/bradykinesia (See Figure 2 D-E, 686 

Figure 3, F, and Figure 5, D). We further note that on close inspection of previous findings it 687 

appears that a large part of Cole et al’s previous correlations could have been carried by a small 688 

number of data points, possibly representing outliers (Cole et al., 2016).  689 

 PAC has been strongly implicated in Parkinson disease pathophysiology and is often 690 

increased in Parkinson disease despite not being found to be elevated in all Parkinson disease 691 

subjects (de Hemptinne et al., 2013). PAC has been shown by our analysis to be largely a 692 

phenomenon confined to β bursts. It has also been related to waveform shape with higher 693 

peak:trough ratios being linked with increased β-gamma PAC (Cole et al., 2016). Our findings 694 

may explain why not all Parkinson disease subjects are found to have elevated PAC. Once we 695 

acknowledge that β-to-broadband gamma PAC is not uniform throughout the recording, we are 696 

presented with the possibility that certain recording episodes may fail to capture these important 697 

epochs of coupling, thus explaining why some patients fail to demonstrate increased PAC. Our 698 

findings establish a correlation between the magnitude of waveform change and levels of high β 699 

phase encoded PAC. PAC has been proposed to act as an inhibitor of cortical movement plans 700 

(Yanagisawa et al., 2012) and so changes in the dynamics of this phenomenon have great 701 

potential to act as direct or proximal causes of rigidity observed in Parkinson disease. According 702 
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to our hypothesis outlined above, and supported by the evidence presented, synchrony across 703 

cortical circuits could be driving changes in oscillation amplitude, shape and cross-frequency 704 

oscillatory couplings.  705 

 Many questions remain unanswered in light of these findings. Attempts must be made to 706 

determine whether bursts change during stimulation. We predict on the basis of our current 707 

findings that during DBS burst duration will decrease and the Euclidean distances of waveform 708 

shape change will increase. This would account for the modulatory effect of DBS on PAC 709 

observed previously (de Hemptinne et al., 2015) and would be predicted by the correlation we 710 

observe between waveform shape changes and PAC (Figure 6, C). We have proposed that burst 711 

dynamics could also account for the individual differences seen in both power changes and PAC 712 

increases observed in Parkinson disease. Further work is required to establish if burst duration is 713 

indeed the primary explanatory factor for these inter-subject variations. Finally, it is important to 714 

establish how burst duration, synchrony, waveform shape and PAC change during movement. 715 

We propose that stimulation will have similar effects on these parameters to those observed 716 

during movement, explaining why patients obtain symptomatic benefit from the changes induced 717 

by DBS.  718 

 719 
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Figure Legends 735 

 736 

Figure 1. A) Using postoperative CT and intraoperative fluoroscopy, the locations of the 737 

ECoG contacts (M1 = green dot, PM = magenta dot, blue dots = unused contacts) are 738 

mapped onto a reconstructed cortical surface as shown in panel B). The first contact 739 

immediately anterior to the central sulcus (CS, red line) was taken to be primary motor 740 

cortex (M1 = green dot) and the contact anterior to that was taken to be premotor cortex 741 

(PM = magenta dot). Blue dots indicate unused contacts on the ECoG strip. C) Raw trace 742 

from one subject (blue top trace), with the high β filtered trace below (blue bottom trace). 743 

Episodes of β bursting when the β analytic envelope exceeds the 75th percentile (black 744 

dotted line) are highlighted in magenta on both traces. Burst duration shown in red. D) 745 

Waveform analysis. Top black trace shows the filtered signal with green and magenta dots 746 

indicating peaks and troughs, respectively. The peaks and troughs are assigned to 747 

corresponding locations on the raw signal in the blue trace below. The inset shows a 748 
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magnified segment of the trace with brackets at the peaks and troughs showing the points 749 

used for calculation of peak and trough sharpness measures. E) Lateral and F) superior 750 

view of electrode positions across the cohort (blue dots = M1, red dots = PM) projected onto 751 

a standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 3D cortical reconstruction. Electrodes 752 

not used in the analysis are faded grey dots. PM electrodes were 1cm anterior to the 753 

electrode labeled M1.  754 

 755 

Figure 2. A) Power spectral comparisons show that Parkinson disease has a higher resting 756 

power in the high β band compared to Essential Tremor. High β band demarked by black 757 

broken lines and statistical comparisons by cohort of average high β powers shown in inset. 758 

B) The same region of the power spectrum (high β) also demonstrates higher average β 759 

burst duration. Statistical comparison of cohort mean high β burst durations shown in 760 

inset. C) For each subject the distribution of high β burst durations can be represented as a 761 

log-logistic distribution, where mean cohort distributions are plotted in black (Essential 762 

Tremor) and red (Parkinson disease). Fitting a μ value (mean duration) to the distribution 763 

allows us to compare the duration of high β bursting directly across cohorts. Parkinson 764 

disease shows a more rightward skew in their distribution when compared with Essential 765 

Tremor (higher σ values, main plot). The inset demonstrates that the parameterized 766 

distributions for each cohort (μ values) also differ between the two groups with the 767 

Parkinson disease cohort having a higher mean μ value compared to Essential Tremor. D-768 

F) Correlations between μ and three UPDRS-III scores. A total of three different μ/UPDRS-769 

III comparisons were corrected for using the Bonferroni method (D-F). D) Mean high β 770 

burst duration (μ) correlates with severity of Parkinson disease as quantified by the 771 
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aggregate UPDRS-III contralateral upper limb score (the sum of rigidity and bradykinesia 772 

scores for the contralateral upper limb only) and survived Bonferroni correction. E) μ 773 

showed a positive correlation with aggregate contralateral hemibody (arm and leg 774 

combined) bradykinesia/rigidity scores (p = 0.016, r = 0.42) which survived Bonferroni 775 

correction. F) Although there was a positive correlation between μ and rigidity score for the 776 

contralateral upper limb it did not survive Bonferroni correction (p= 0.018, r = 0.42). 777 

 778 

Figure 3. A) PSI is higher during high β bursting than immediately prior to episodes of high 779 

β bursting. Immediately prior to high β bursts the Parkinson disease cohort (red) have a 780 

significantly higher PSI when compared to the Essential Tremor cohort (grey). Both 781 

cohorts have significantly higher PSI during high β bursts compared to immediately prior 782 

to high β bursts however there is no difference between cohorts in the average PSI during 783 

bursting. B) An identical pattern of results was identified for dwPLI analysis, see also Table 784 

2. C) Average high β envelope (blue) and PSI (red) aligned to burst onset (black broken line 785 

at 0s). Ticks show the point of maximum derivative calculated for each subject for each 786 

measure. D) The same plot as C but for dwPLI (magenta line) showing the temporal 787 

relationship between the maximum derivatives of dwPLI and amplitude (blue line). 788 

Conventions as in plot C. E) A violin plot comparing average times of maximum derivatives 789 

for amplitude (blue violin), PSI (red violin) and dwPLI (magenta violin). Both increases in 790 

synchrony measures significantly precede increases in amplitude. F) Scatter plot showing 791 

that the mean bursting PSI correlates with symptomatic severity as assessed by UPDRS-III 792 

contralateral upper limb bradykinesia/rigidity scores.  793 

 794 
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Figure 4. A) Using a distinct criterion for PSI increase produces identical results to prior 795 

analyses. To check the validity of our burst synchrony analysis (see Figure 3, C-E) we 796 

repeated the analysis replacing the criterion for a synchrony increase with an alternative 797 

measure. The timepoint of an amplitude or synchrony increase was determined to have 798 

occurred when the synchrony or amplitude measurement met or exceeded the mean taken 799 

across the entire pre-burst/burst episode. All graph conventions are identical to Main Text 800 

Figure 3 C-E. This analysis replicated previous findings to show that the measured 801 

increases in synchrony (PSI, red line in Figure 3 C, and dwPLI magenta line in Figure 3 D) 802 

preceded the maximal rate of increase in the amplitude (blue line Figure 3 C-D and Figure 803 

4 A-B). Ticks on the graphs indicate the timepoints of amplitude threshold crossings (blue 804 

ticks on amplitude traces, Figures 3 C-D, and Figure 4 A-B) and timepoints of synchrony 805 

threshold crossings (red and magenta ticks for PSI and dwPLI respectively, Figure 3 C-D 806 

and Figure 4 A-B). Figure 4, C shows a comparison of threshold crossing timepoints across 807 

amplitude and synchrony measures. Amplitudes (blue trace) superseded the mean close to 808 

the burst onset (0 msecs) whereas synchrony measures increased to supersede thresholds 809 

several milliseconds before burst onset (red and magenta violins). D) Varying amplitude of 810 

one signal has little effect on measurement of PSI above 0.4% of maximal signal amplitude. 811 

We generated two synthetic signals (here referred to as Signal 1 and Signal 2) with no 812 

inherent synchrony and modulated Signal 2 by taking the dot product of the raw signal 813 

with a Gaussian kernel having 1 at the zenith, a mean of 5 seconds and a standard deviation 814 

of 0.5 seconds. Our results show that PSI increased and decreased steeply as the amplitude 815 

modulated signal (blue trace) reached 0.4% and 0.39% of signal maximum for PSI (red 816 

trace Figure 4, D) onset and offset respectively (Figure 4 D, black dotted lines show the 817 
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mean timepoint at which PSI reached maximal levels). Blue ticks on the Signal 2 trace 818 

indicate the PSI ‘onset’ and ‘offset’ timepoints at which individual iterations of the 819 

experiment reached threshold synchrony levels and dropped below threshold levels of 820 

synchrony. Threshold PSI levels for each iteration were defined as the mean PSI within +/- 821 

0.5s (+/- 1 standard deviation), of the maximal amplitude at the 5s point in the signal. 822 

 823 

 824 

Figure 5. A) Waveform ratio plots show that during non-bursting periods (black markers) 825 

the waveform is predominantly steeper on the rising phase and has a sharper peak, as 826 

evidenced by the concentration at the origin. During bursting (red markers) the waveforms 827 

predominantly occupy the lower left quadrat showing a steeper falling phase and sharper 828 

trough. B) Each subject had their waveform shift quantified as a directional vector to 829 

facilitate comparison of waveform changes in terms of magnitude and direction. C) There 830 

was no significant difference between Essential Tremor and Parkinson disease in the 831 

direction (vector angle) of waveform shift but there was a significant difference in the 832 

vector-based magnitude (vector length) of their waveform change as seen by comparison of 833 

solid black (ET) and red (PD) vector lengths. D) Magnitude of waveform change showed a 834 

significant negative correlation with Parkinson disease symptomatology. E) There was no 835 

significant difference in waveform shape between cohorts in either non-burst (black 836 

markers) or burst conditions (red markers). In this diagram the waveform centroid of the 837 

Essential Tremor cohort during the non-burst condition is marked with a black X and the 838 

waveform centroid of the Parkinson disease cohort is marked with an O. The same markers 839 

in red represent the waveform centroids of the cohorts during bursting conditions. F) We 840 
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found no significant correlation between peak sharpness across the whole recording and 841 

contralateral upper limb rigidity scores contrary to findings in previous papers (Tinkhauser 842 

et al., 2017b) 843 

 844 

Figure 6. A) Across the whole cohort PAC during non-burst periods is minimal compared 845 

to PAC observed during bursts. White and magenta broken lines indicate the regions of 846 

PAC used to calculate statistical comparisons shown in B. B) For both low β and high β 847 

encoded PAC there was a significant increase in MI during bursting compared to non-848 

bursting epochs. C) Average bursting high β phase encoded PAC correlated with 849 

magnitude of waveform change during high β bursting.  850 

 851 

 852 

 853 
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